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Introduction 
When you have more than one robot working on a production floor, it can be handy to have them 

communicate with each other.  Sometimes it’s as simple as having one robot know when the other 

has handed a part off down the line, or it can be as complex as having one of your robots follow the 

motions of another.  In this guide we will be covering the basics of getting your robots talking to one 

another so that you can share data and make your production line more intelligent. 

Difficulty Level: Intermediate 

Getting Started 
There are only a couple of things you need on hand to get communication setup between two 

robots.  For this example we will assume you have: 

 Two Universal Robots 

o Any mix of UR3, UR5 and UR10 is fine 

 Standard Ethernet cable 

 Universal Robots Script Manual (Link here: https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/ur-

support-site/22198/scriptManual.pdf) 

 

1. Set both of your robots up and connect an Ethernet cable between the two of them, using 

the port on the bottom of the UR Controller  

 

 

https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/ur-support-site/22198/scriptManual.pdf
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/ur-support-site/22198/scriptManual.pdf
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2. Power both robots on, then enter SETUP>SETUP NETWORK from the main menu  

 

3. Set both robots with Static IP addresses, choosing a different address for both robots on the 

same subnet.  That means the first three sets of numbers (octets) will be identical, but the 

last number will be different.  So for example, you could have robot #1 on IP address 

192.168.0.50 and robot #2 on IP address 192.168.0.86.  The specific last number doesn’t 

matter as long as they are different from each other.  
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Setting up a Modbus TCP Connection 
Modbus TCP is a standard industrial Ethernet protocol which is supported by Universal Robots.  

The robot can act as both the Server and the Client, which is convenient in our case.  Modbus allows 

us to setup registers which are essentially data pathways between two devices.  When we set a 

register on one device to a certain value, it can be read by the other device. 

In order to setup a Modbus connection between the two robots for manual data exchange, we can 

choose one robot to start with by setting up a Modbus Client interface.   

1. Go to PROGRAM ROBOT>INSTALLATION>MODBUS CLIENT as shown below 

 

2. Add a new client by hitting the “+” button, then enter the IP address of the robot you’re 

trying to connect to.  For example, if I’m on the teach pendant of my UR5, I will enter the IP 

address of the UR10 I’m connecting it to. 
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3. Next, add a new Modbus Register by hitting the smaller “+” button shown next to the IP 

address you entered.  This will create a new Modbus node, which you can setup as a register 

input/output or digital input/output.  

 The example above shows a single Register Input with address “0” connected from our UR5 

to our UR10.  In this case I gave it the name of “INPUT BITS” because that register address 

on the UR Modbus server is reserved for reading the full set of input bits.  There is a lot of 

information available over the Modbus server – you can see the full list available here in an 

excel file: https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/ur-support-

site/16377/ModBus%20server%20data.xlsx 

 

 

  

https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/ur-support-site/16377/ModBus%20server%20data.xlsx
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/ur-support-site/16377/ModBus%20server%20data.xlsx
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Creating a simple Modbus Data Exchange  
We can now setup a simple register exchange between our two robots, by using our newly 

established Modbus connection on our UR5, and a little bit of script code on our UR10.  The robot 

you want to send data from will use the script code, and the robot that will be receiving the data 

will have the Modbus Client setup shown above. 

1. The first thing we need to do is configure a general purpose register connection on our UR5 

(the robot receiving the data).  We will add another register with an address of 128, which 

is the first address of the general purpose registers. 

 

 

2. You can see above that the current value is zero, because we haven’t written anything from 

the UR10 (the robot sending the data) yet.  In order to write the data, we will use some basic 

script code.  You can add a line of script code by going to STRUCTURE>ADVANCED>SCRIPT.  

Type the line write_port_register(128,50).  It should look similar to below: 

 

The syntax is write_port_register(<register address>, <value>) The value of “50” above is 

arbitrary, you can use any value you like. 
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3. We will add a little more code as shown below, in order to flash the value from 50 to zero. 

 

 

We can hit the run button on our UR10 which will start modifying the value of register 128 

from 0 to 50 and back.  Now we can jump over the UR5 to monitor the value 

As you can see from the screenshot above, our MODBUS_1 register input changes value 

based on how it’s set from the UR10 
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4. Now that we have a connection made, we can use that register input to make a decision 

within a program.  For the example below, I wrote a simple program that moves to 

Waypoint 1, then waits for MODBUS_1 to equal 50, then moves to Waypoint 2: 
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Using the Modbus Server Data to Coordinate Robots 
One of the advantages of using the default registers on the Modbus Server is that it gives you access 

to a lot of real time robot data such as IO status, joint angles, TCP locations, etc.  By reading data on 

robot A, robot B can coordinate motion so that they are working together on the same part 

harmoniously.  By using TCP location, we can hand off parts, avoid collisions and even mirror 

movements.   

In fact, having one robot mirror the movements of another only requires a program to run on one 

robot (the one doing the mirroring).  Below is a brief breakdown of an example program for doing 

just that.  

 

Just as before, we added a number of Modbus registers, all linked to predefined addresses in our 

UR10.  For example, register address 270 is dedicated to outputting the Base Joint angle in 

milliradians.  By setting up a register for each joint angle, we can read the values into our UR5, so 

that we can command that position on the fly.   
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One of the challenges we ran into is that Modbus uses unsigned integers for register values, which 

does not allow for a positive or negative sign.  In the case detailed above, we needed to know 

whether a joint angle was positive or negative, which isn’t clearly translated by the joint value 

register.  The way UR gets around this is by having a separate register (starting at 320) which is 

devoted to reporting whether the value is positive or negative. 

For example, while address 270 reports the Base Joint angle in milliradians, address 320 reports 

whether that value is negative or positive by reporting a value of “0” for positive and “65535” for 

negative.  65535 is the 16-bit equivalent to 1111 1111 1111 1111, or basically a full register. 

Once we know if a register is negative, the other thing we need to do is modify its value.  A negative 

register needs to have a value of 360 degrees (converted to radians) subtracted from it before it can 

be multiplied by -1.  If a register is positive, it doesn’t need to be modified before being scaled.   

Scaling the register is as simple as dividing by 1000 because we need to convert from milliradians 

to radians in order to command the robot position.  UR script programming works always in 

radians.  Here is what our program looked like to handle the Modbus registers to command the 

mirror effect: 
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The Thread is used for modifying and scaling the incoming Modbus registers, and there is a folder 

for each joint.  In the main robot program, there is a servoj() command which is used to take the 

current joint value from Modbus connection, and command that position on the UR5.  This is done 

for each joint in the format of servoj(base, shoulder, elbow, wrist1, wrist2, wrist3) 

Try downloading the example program here and give it a try for yourself!   

Mirror Example Program.zip: 

http://files.axisne.com/fbsharing/eK7Cc3rR 

And be sure to check out the video of the example working (linked here: 

https://youtu.be/JfXP1zll7qo)  

 

http://files.axisne.com/fbsharing/eK7Cc3rR
https://youtu.be/JfXP1zll7qo

